Denjoy and Perron gave solutions to the problem by defining a D^-integral and a P-integral (see [22] ), respectively. The approach to -1^-integral starts from the Lebesgue integral, and is a complicated (though beautiful) transfinite inductive process, successively using Cauchy extension and Harnack extension. On the other hand, the approach to P-integral does not use any Lebesgue theory and is a simple synthesis process of the fundamental concepts of integration in calculus.
Nevertheless, -iAintegral and P-integral are in fact equivalent [22] . 1. Settings. Let X be a given set, a a given collection of subsets of X. For A C X, define crA by aA = \A' I A' £ a and A'C A\. (Si) ßv ß2 £ ÍB(A) implies ß1Dß2£ SU); ($2)/3e!B(A) and A' £ ß imply that ßA> = (A "| A "e ß and A "c A'\ £ SU'); (S3) ß € S(A.), A.£ a tot 1 = 1, 2, and A^ A2 = 0, A;u A2 £ o imply that /3, © |S2 = jAj'u A2 I A'.£ ß. fot i = 1, 2, and A[ u A'2 £ a\£ S(A ( u A.,).
Derivate
operators. Let A £ a, ß a subset of aA, and ü a semivector space of (set) functions defined on /3, where by a semivector space L we mean that F F £ C implies a-j F + a F £ C for all real numbers a a > 0. A lower derívate operator on L is defined to be a mapping J) with domain i) x A such that, for each v £ ü and for each x e A, the image iAv, x) = X f(x) is an extended real value, and satisfying the following axioms:
(Î1) for all x£ A, 3)(0, x) = 0;
(®2) for all x e A, v., v2 £ C, ®(t-1 + tz2, x) > 3Xi/p x) + ®(v2, x) whenever the addition on the right-hand side makes sense; (3)3) for all x e A, t; e Ö, a> 0, |(a«, x) = a®(iz, x);
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (3)4) for all x £ A, 2)(-v, x) < -3Xiz, x) whenever both v and -v are in C.
For each v £ h, x £ A, defining
we call Ju the upper derívate operator cotresponding to J). Letting C = jv | -f e I3},_we see that C x A is the domain of A It is easy to see that Ju has properties (3)l)-(3)4), of which the meaning is immediate. Furthermore, for f£ on D,
tor all x £ A and a < 0.
If 5)(v, x) and 5Xf, x) are equal, we say that v is JJ-differentiable at x, and the common value, denoted by iAv, x) or hvix) is called the ^-derivative oí v at x; fot example, clearly -D(0, x) = 0 for all x £ A. Cjl) For any ßy, ß2 £ %(A) with ßx C ß^, %iA, ßj D MU, ß2).
01Î2) For any ß £ %iA) and any A' £ ß,%iA, ß)\ A'=\M\ßA'\ Me3li(A, 0)1 C »(V.jfV).
CÏ3) For Ap A2, ßj, 02, as in (S3), if lelU,, j8.) for i = 1, 2, then MjjCÎRUjU A2, j8j © z32), whete M^M') = M^ ) + M^) for any A' = A,' u A2' in /3j 0 /32 with A! e ß.^ z = 1, 2.
(^Mj =M2 on ß and Mj e 1(A, ß) imply that M^MA, ß).
(•Tí5) WA, z3) is closed under uniform sequence convergences in jS (i.e. if
Pn e»(A, ß) fot n = 1, 2, 3, • • •, and F^ -^ F uniformly in -3, then F e MM, 0)). Note that by axiom (i)!Ml), we can always (without any ambiguity) write 3)(M, x) instead of §AßiM, x).
2. The integral^ Let X be a given set and a a given collection of subsets of X, and let P = OK, £, S, Si, I ) be a derívate system on a. If we need other derívate systems on a, we will denote them by P. = OH1, X,, S., Si I ) etc. The following lemma is fundamental for our theory. We omit the proof, which is trivial by (tTC2). This lemma follows from Olli), (Lulu) and 081) immediately. Henceforward, we can often without any ambiguity leave the base unspecified. We also note that if / = g a.e. in A and f £ PÍA, ß), then g £ PÍA, ß), and the integral of / is equal to the integral of g. We remark that (F) follows from OH 5) and the following lemma, while the other properties follow directly from the definitions and previous lemmas.
Lemma 4. // / £ PÍA, ß) with primitive F, then there exists a sequence \M,\ C %f(A, ß) and a sequence [toJ C %fiA, ß) such that 0 < Mfe(A') -FÍA') < l/k and 0 < FÍA') -mAA') < l/k for each A'£ ß. Note that by the remark at the beginning of §3, P also satisfies the axiom OH5 ). We assume furthermore that P satisfies the following additional axioms. 3)(F, x) > 3XzW, x) -3Xr, x) > fix) -k.
As k and e are arbitrary, it follows that MF, x) >/(x) almost everywhere in A.
In a like manner, using minor functions, we can ptove that XF(x) < fix) almost evetywhete in A. Then it follows that J)F(x) exists and J'F(x) = fix) almost everyin A, completing the proof. Fot convenience, we say that a property pix) is true nearly everywhere (n.e.)
in A if pix) is ttue fot all x in A except at most fot points of a set in C. Note that the propetty / defined in il 4) is an inequality property, but not every inequality property is defined in this way. 
Now, g is P-integrable, so that / = (/ -g) + g is also P-integrable and limn ÍP)-ffn = (P)-J7, completing the proof. Then PQ is a derivate system on a. The PQ-integral is just the ordinary Perron integral [22] , [17] . Suppose that for each « >1, the derivate system P"_i = The P -integtal is in fact equivalent (see Bosanquet [1J) to the C P-integral of [24] ). This leads us to consider a scale of approximately mean-continuous integrals.
First, we recall some concepts to be used. Generalizing the concept of AC functions, we say that a function F ¡s AÇ (cf. 
--
Then M P is a derivate system and the M P-integral can be proved to be equivalent to Ellis' GM -integral, which was defined originally by a descriptive method of Denjoy. We show briefly how to obtain such a symmetric scale from our general theory. We study this scale in greater detail in another paper.
For each integer n > 1, we start from the C P-integral. Then SC P is a derivate system on a, which furthermore satisfies the additional axioms (3)5), ($6), (3Ü6), (Á) in §5, and also iW) in §3- Thus, all the results in §5 are applicable to the 5CP-, SCPR-and MZ-integrals.
We note that the MZ-integral is just that of Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [l5l except that the latter was defined by using Lebesgue integral instead of Perron integral. Now, we establish two lemmas, which will be used to prove the equivalences of MZ-, SCPR-and SCP-integrals. Theorem 7. The SCP-, SCP"-and MZ-integrals are all equivalent.
Proof. By Lemma 7, one sees that the corollary to Theorem 5 applies to the derivate systems SCPR (= P) and MZ (= Pj), so that theSCP -and the MZ-integral are equivalent. To see that they are also equivalent to the SCP-integral, note that by the property (G) in §2, the SCP-integral is more general than the SCPR-integral. It remains to show that the MZ-integral is more general than the SCP-inte- 
